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Abstract
With ever more data becoming available to the US Air Force, it is vital to develop
effective methods to leverage this strategic asset. Machine learning (ML) techniques
present a means of meeting this challenge, as these tools have demonstrated successful
use in commercial applications. For this research, three ML methods were applied to a
unmanned aircraft system (UAS) telemetry dataset with the aim of extracting useful
insight related to phases of flight. It was shown that ML provides an advantage in
exploratory data analysis and as well as classification of phases. Neural network models
demonstrated the best performance with over 90% accuracy in classifying of UAS phases
of flight. Categorical and Regression Trees (CART) also performed well, whereas C5.0 is
less suited for this task. In addition, several interesting patterns were uncovered within
the dataset, which can aid UAS operators in identifying mission anomalies and atypical
system operation.
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TELEMETRY DATA MINING FOR UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
I. Introduction
The rate of knowledge acquisition and the speed of decision-making processes
may well determine the outcome of future armed conflicts. Although the Air Force has
invested in advanced data analytics to support timely decision making, much work
remains to be done. This research is intended to aid efforts in this area by exploring novel
analysis methods on a relevant Air Force dataset. The desired outcome is an improved
capability in data analytics for problems of immediate relevance to the USAF.
Data Analytics and Aircraft Maintenance
For today's Air Force, data is a strategic asset. However, the Air Force falls short
in leveraging this asset (Geiger, 2017; Hamilton and Kreuzer, 2018). As the quantity,
speed, and complexity of data continues to grow, so does its strategic value, and it
becomes vitally important to develop the right tools and methods to harness the power of
this data. At the 2018 Air Force Information Technology and Cyberpower Conference,
Air Force Chief Data Officer Eileen Vidrine presented the following vision:
The Air Force is a data-driven organization—one that purposely collects, creates,
shares, and acts upon quality, authoritative data in and across mission areas and
domains—empowering Airmen and the machines they rely upon with timely
access to the data needed to enable advanced analytics, and accelerate decisive
action. (Vidrine, 2018)
In the same presentation, Ms. Vidrine also summarized the five Air Force data goals:
visible, accessible, understandable, linked, and trustworthy. In particular, the fourth goal
1

"linked" means linking data to gain new insights. This aim is echoed in the 2018 DoD
Digital Engineering Strategy, which states, "DoD's vision is to build an enterprise
capability that securely leverages data and analytics to enable insights and achieve faster
and better data-driven decisions" (OUSD, 2018). Data analytics is powerful precisely
because it converts raw data into insights and directly supports decision making.
One area that benefits from data-driven decisions is that of aircraft maintenance.
As shown in Figure 1, maintenance activities can be divided into two broad categories:
preventive maintenance, which is carried out at predetermined intervals or according to
prescribed criteria, and corrective maintenance, which is carried out after a defect is
found (BSI, 2010:13). For most aircraft, preventive maintenance plays a vital role due to
the severe consequences of a system failure. One industry-standard maintenance strategy
is known as MSG-3, and it employs a reliability approach to produce a scheduled
maintenance program, where the maintenance intervals are optimized based on reliability
data (ATA, 2002).

Figure 1. General categories of maintenance (BSI, 2010:20)
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Although MSG-3 has worked well, it can be improved with the addition of
predictive maintenance, which is possible with advanced data analytics. Predictive
maintenance is a type of condition based maintenance, and it relies on continuous
monitoring of system performance and forecasted failures (BSI, 2010:12). In effect,
maintenance is no longer constrained to fixed intervals but adapts to known data such as
sensor measurements and failure history. A recent systematic mapping of 155 predictive
maintenance studies across a range of industries revealed increasing investment in
predictive maintenance over the past 10 years (Ay Ture et al., 2021). In addition, these
predictive efforts, many of which were based on machine learning, have generally
provided functionality and financial gain to the relevant domains.
Machine Learning
Although datasets found in the Air Force have gotten larger, basic statistical
techniques have not changed. Simple descriptive statistics continue to be the starting
point for most types of analysis. Measures such as mean, median, range, and quartiles
give basic information about a variable, and the histogram provides visualization of its
distribution. With slightly more computational power, hypothesis testing and regression
can offer the analyst with more useful information, which is sufficient to answer many
questions of interest.
With very large datasets, however, it may be difficult to uncover hidden features
and to gain new insights, or it may not be cost-effective to conduct a thorough statistical
analysis. One common data processing task is classification: records of a dataset are
sorted into one of several discrete categories, which typically represent high-level
3

features. For example, it may be desirable to classify radar readings as aircraft, missile, or
something else. One statistical technique suitable for classification is multinomial logistic
regression; however, it is adversely affected by multicollinearity (strong correlations)
among predictor variables. On the other hand, several machine learning tools are
available for classification tasks, which can be easier to use and offer better performance
compared to multinomial logistic regression, especially for complex datasets with many
variables (Levy and O'Malley, 2020).
Machine learning (ML) refers to the use of computer algorithms to accomplish
various data analysis tasks after learning from examples. Put in a different way, the
algorithm is trained on a set of known data, then the algorithm proceeds with the required
task on other data. ML represents a sub-field of artificial intelligence. Two common
classes of ML methods are decision trees and neural networks, both of which can be used
for classification. A decision tree can be visualized as branches propagating from a root
node, and each leaf would carry a classification: such a decision tree method processes
data in a sequence of logical steps (Michie et al., 1994:2). A neural network consists of
layers of interconnected nodes, where each node generates a signal based on the
combination of inputs, and classification probabilities are read from the output nodes
(Michie et al., 1994:84). A neural network can capture highly nonlinear behavior, but one
downside is that a neural network model does not allow for simple interpretation.
In recent years, ML methods have demonstrated success over a wide range of
applications, including cybersecurity and medicine (Shaukat et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020).
Specifically, in the domain of autonomous flight, there is ongoing work using ML for
4

obstacle detection and collision avoidance, as part of the effort to build fully autonomous
unmanned aircraft systems (Fraga-Lamas et al., 2019). Since ML methods are not domain
specific, they are very relevant for Air Force data analytics problems. The research
presented here is an attempt to improve understanding of ML and how it can best be used
within the Air Force. In particular, as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have become a
major capability, this was selected as the area of focus for this research.
Phases of Flight
The previous discussion covered data analytics and machine learning in general.
The current research specifically focuses on data analysis of flight telemetry from a largescale UAS. This type of time series telemetry is representative of data acquired from Air
Force weapons systems. As USAF fields ever more sophisticated aircraft, there is an ever
greater need for advanced analytics on such data.
For military UAS such as the MQ-9, flight telemetry takes the form of sequential
time-stamped data with numerous variables similar to traditional human-occupied
aircraft. The variables include various readings related to general flight, such as altitude,
airspeed, angle of attack, as well as sensor readings from several subsystems. Significant
subsystems include engines, electrical, communications. The position of aircraft control
surfaces may be grouped with general flight parameters, or in a separate group as a
collection of servo readings.
As previously stated, data analysis demonstrates value when it allows for
extraction of new insights. In other words, effective data analysis should transform raw
data into high level information, which should then be applied toward decision making.
5

Phase of flight represent a natural grouping for time-series flight telemetry. Typical
phases include taxi, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, approach, and landing, which are
common descriptors for aviation states. However, since phase labels are not normally part
of flight telemetry, they represent a higher level of meta-classification that adds value to
the raw data. Therefore effective phase classification is sufficient to demonstrate the
addition of value in the form of knowledge that is relevant to decision-making.
Additional insights can be generated once the phase of flight descriptor is added
to a given set of telemetry. Phases are highly relevant for understanding flight risks, as
there are distinct accident scenarios during each phase (Chidester, 2003). Analysis of
flight data by phase enables identification of exceedances as well as atypical conditions.
Phase labels also allow Air Force operators and maintainers to easily narrow the search
space during post-mission analysis. This could aid in various tasks such as diagnosing
system performance, visualizing trends, discovering inefficiencies, or understanding
specific mission events.
Research Objectives
The general motivation of this research is to leverage ML to aid in predictive
maintenance of Air Force systems. It is hoped that this effort may promote more effective
data analytics in various Air Force domains. More specifically, the research is focused on
phase of flight classifications on UAS telemetry data. In this way, specific insights
obtained through the analysis may provide immediate value for UAS operators.
The research objectives can be stated in terms of two following data mining tasks.

6



Task one: apply ML methods to aid exploratory data analysis (EDA) related to
phases of flight, where acquisition of new data insights indicates success



Task two: apply ML methods to build classification models for phases of flight,
where accurate classifications indicate success

For each task, the success condition signifies potential applications of specific ML
methods for Air Force data analytics.
In this chapter, high-level motivation was given for research in the subsequent
chapters. Data analytics is useful when it produces new insights, therefore telemetry data
mining is useful when it produces high-level information, such as phase of flight
classifications. Improved understanding of ML through this task may aid AF data
analytics in general. The remainder of the document is laid out as follows: Chapter 2
provides proper context for both UAS and ML methods, Chapter 3 describes the
telemetry dataset and the pre-classification process, Chapter 4 delivers the data mining
results, and Chapter 5 gives a discussion with respect to the relevance of acquired
insights.
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II. Background on ML and UAS
Broadly, machine learning (ML) refers to a class of computer algorithms that can
generalize from experience. "Machine learning algorithms build a model based on sample
data, known as training data, in order to make predictions or decisions without being
explicitly programmed to do so" ("Machine Learning," 2022). ML algorithms are able to
adapt to data and to work on unseen samples, which make such methods highly versatile.
In addition, ML has demonstrated success in applications where conventional algorithms
proved inadequate. The first use of the term "machine learning" is attributed to Arthur
Samuel, who developed an early self-learning checkers program (Samuel, 1959). In
recent years, a dramatic increase in available data has unleashed the power of ML. Today
ML methods are heavily used in web recommender systems, speech recognition,
autonomous vehicles, among many other domains.
This chapter provides on overview of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), followed
by the discussion of previous ML work related to aircraft maintenance. Three ML
methods are then explained in detail, including Categorical and Regression Trees, C5.0,
and neural network.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems
UAS have seen significant advancement and growing applications in recent years.
UAS are commonly referred to as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), but here the term
UAS is preferred as it accounts for a closely related system of systems of which the air
vehicle is the most prominent part. Components of a full system are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Generic UAS configuration (Fahlstrom and Gleason, 2012:8)
Typical UAS consist of air vehicles, payloads, ground control stations (GCS),
data links, and other ground support equipment (Falhstrom and Gleason, 2012:8). Similar
to traditional aircraft, the air vehicle consists of several subsystems including airframe,
propulsion, flight control, electrical power system, etc. However, an air vehicle that
constitutes part of an UAS has no human pilot on board and is further differentiated from
missiles by its reusability (Falhstrom and Gleason, 2012:29). Payloads can be seen as
distinct from the air vehicle, as they are typically interchangeable from one vehicle to the
next. An UAS may carry such payloads as surveillance packages, electronic warfare
systems, or weapons. The GCS consists of a variety of equipment necessary for remote
operations, and it can range in size from a laptop computer to a large permanent structure
(Falhstrom and Gleason, 2012:9). Human operators may also be considered part of the
GCS. Next, the data link is the primary data interface between the air vehicle and the
GCS. This includes the air data terminal on the air vehicle, the ground terminal connected
9

to the GCS, as well as intermediaries such as communication satellites (Falhstrom and
Gleason, 2012:10). Finally, ground support equipment such as maintenance equipment,
spares, fueling, and transportation are necessary for any complex GCS. In a sense,
hardware and software used for post-mission data analytics may be considered part of
ground support and thus part of the total UAS.
The 2009 USAF Unmanned Aircraft Systems Flight Plan explicitly refers to "a
family of unmanned aircraft consisting of small man-portable vehicles, including micro
and nano-sized vehicles, medium 'fighter sized' vehicles, large 'tanker sized' vehicles, and
special vehicles with unique capabilities, all including autonomous-capable operations"
(Department, 2009:3). The USAF has used UAS extensively for a variety of tasks
including intelligence/ surveillance/ reconnaissance (ISR), close air support, combat
search and rescue, precision strike, overwatch, and more. For example, the MQ-9 Reaper
(Figure 3) is an armed, multi-role, long endurance UAS which supports a variety of

Figure 3. MQ-9 Reaper launching an AGM-114 Hellfire missile
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payloads. It has a maximum altitude of 50,000 ft, a maximum airspeed of 240 knots,
and an endurance of 18 hours. The Reaper is flown by an USAF pilot at the GCS, with
options for semi-autonomous and pre-programmed flight. It can be controlled by line of
sight within 100 miles of base, or beyond line of sight via satellite datalinks (Department,
2009:27).
ML Methods for Aircraft Maintenance
For manned aircraft, sustainment costs constitute a significant portion of the total
system lifecycle cost, and the same holds true for UAS. The annual maintenance and
operating cost for the MQ-9 has been estimated at $5.1 million in 2012 dollars, compared
to unit acquisition cost of $30.2 million (Wheeler, 2012). Thus sustainment costs
dominate total spending with the expected 20-year service life. And if UAS lifespan is
extended, as is typical of USAF aircraft, maintenance costs can be expected to grow in a
nonlinear manner.
Indeed, the high cost of maintenance poses a significant challenge for the
aerospace industry in general. Given the large quantity of data available today, there has
been significant interest in applying ML methods for predictive maintenance, which is
reflected by a substantial quantity of literature on this topic. Notably, an Airbus
sponsored survey paper identified a wide array of ML tools with direct relevance for
aircraft maintenance, including both supervised methods and unsupervised methods
(Adhikari et al., 2018). These algorithms are shown in Figure 4. The paper then presented
an ML-based diagnostics and prognostics framework incorporating a host of methods. In
this context, supervised methods, such as decision trees and neural networks, are applied
11

to datasets with a defined target variable, which is known in a training dataset.
Unsupervised methods, such as k-means clustering and self-organizing maps, can be
applied with no predefined target variable, but additional analysis is usually required to
extract desired data patterns. This research employs supervised methods, and phase of
flight labels represent the target variable.

Figure 4. Overview of ML tools applicable to maintenance (Adhikari et al., 2018)
A review of literature related to aircraft maintenance shows that neural network,
also called artificial neural network (ANN), is the most commonly used ML method in
this domain. Early work conducted by Trani et al. (2004) applied ANN for prediction of
aircraft fuel consumption for climb, cruise, and descent conditions. This ML model was
able to achieve lower error when compared to Eurocontrol's Base Data of Aircraft model,
a widely-used analytical model designed for the same task. Later work by Kozik and Sep
(2012) employed ANN to forecast parts demand during helicopter engine overhaul; in
12

this case, ML performed significantly better than the existing process which was a
moving averages method. More recently, research was conducted by Altay et al. (2014)
to predict time to failure using data from 60 commercial aircraft. ANNs were built using
both standard back propagation and back propagation aided by a genetic algorithm. The
model variants produced similarly satisfactory results, achieving near 90% correlation
with test data.
A recent conference paper by Tarik and Jebari (2020) provided a summary of 13
ML papers on maintenance problems outside aviation. Among ML methods surveyed,
support vector machine (SVM) was most common, follow by decision tree and random
forest, then neural network. SVM entails the construction of a hyperplane to differentiate
between two classes of known data. Random forest can be seen as an enhanced decision
tree algorithm that rely on several decision trees instead of one. Beyond the survey, Tarik
and Jebari applied three ML methods for failure prediction using an aircraft engine
dataset. SVM demonstrated the best results with 91% accuracy, followed by decision tree
at 88% and neural network at 82%.
Two other published works bear relevance to the current research. The PhD
dissertation by Korvesis (2017) analyzed three types of aircraft data, including post-flight
reports, logbook data, and sensor measurements. A variety of methods were applied with
the aim of modeling component degradation. Specifically, for sensor measurements,
Korvesis applied a novel algorithm to fit a Gaussian mixture model, which generated risk
estimates. Unfortunately, the model was only validated on synthetic data, as true risk
values were unavailable. A separate paper by Carson et al. (2020) carries more direct
13

significance. This paper described the creation of a hybrid decision tree-neural network
model using a Boeing 737 maintenance dataset. In this hybrid method, a decision tree
serves to classify the type of defect, and several neural networks serve as split criteria at
each decision node. Alternative activation functions were considered, and the best was
the tanh activation function with approximately 93% accuracy. In addition, it was shown
that model performance using all 72 input variables was similar to using just the top 11
weighted variables.
From the previous, it is seen that existing literature on ML and aircraft
maintenance emphasized failure prediction. Neural network methods were frequently
applied but infrequently tested against other methods. Phase of flight was only mentioned
by Trani in connection to fuel consumption; also it was not applicable to many of the
aviation datasets used in previous research. Therefore, this research opens an unexplored
area by classifying phase of flight instead of predicting failure, which may yield new
insights to support operation and maintenance activities. The current work is also distinct
in the use of data from an UAS instead of conventional manned aircrafts.
This data mining effort employs two decision tree methods and a neural network
method. Neural network was chosen based on its frequent use in existing literature.
Although decision tree methods were less frequently used for maintenance problems,
they offer advantages of simplicity and ease of interpretation. Moreover, two decision
tree variants (CART and C5.0) are considered due to their distinct implementations.

14

Classification and Regression Trees
One of the earliest and most well-known ML methods is Classification and
Regression Trees (CART), which was developed by researchers at UC Berkeley and
Stanford (Breiman et al., 1984). As it is a decision tree algorithm, it operates on the
principle of recursive partitioning of a known dataset. The partitioning process can be
visualized as branches forming at a series of decision nodes, starting at the root node and
ending at the leaf nodes. For classification tasks, each leaf node would be associated with
a class or category. The completed decision tree then represents a decision model that can
be used to classify new data.
At each decision node, CART splits the data into exactly two pieces, which
populate the left and right child nodes. The optimal split is determined by the contrast in
class proportions. Stated more precisely, the optimal split is one that maximizes the
goodness metric Φs (equation adapted from Larose and Larose, 2015).
Φ = 2𝑃 𝑃

|𝑃(𝑗|𝑡 ) − 𝑃(𝑗|𝑡 )|

(1)

In this equation, PL is the proportion of records in the left child node, and P R is the
proportion in the right child node. The index j refers to a particular class, and the
summation is performed over all classes, which are the classifications of interest. P(j|t L) is
the proportion of class j records within the left child node, and P(j|t R) the proportion in
the right. Therefore, the difference represents contrast in class proportions.
CART can continue to perform binary partitions until no further splits are
possible, which occurs upon reaching a pure node, or when predictor variables become
15

indistinguishable. However, such fully expanded trees can be quite large, and may have
overfitted the data. Therefore, CART also performs pruning, where subtrees are removed
and replaced with a single leaf node. Specifically, CART employs minimal costcomplexity pruning, which seeks to reduce both classification errors and number of leaf
nodes (Breiman et al., 1984:71-75).
CART is a widely used ML algorithm, and it is well suited for classification tasks.
Due to its simplicity, it is faster than many other ML methods. Decision trees produced
by CART also offer ease of interpretation. Each split in a decision tree indicates a
possible break point for a predictor variable, and could provide immediately useful
insight.
C5.0
C5.0 is also a decision tree algorithm. It is an extension of C4.5 presented by
Quinlan (1993), and it offers improved efficiency and additional functionality. However,
basic splitting and pruning processes remain the same. Whereas CART performs binary
splits based on class contrast, C5.0 can perform multiple splits via the concept of entropy
reduction. Stated more precisely, the optimal split is one that minimizes the entropy
metric Hs (equation adapted from Larose and Larose, 2015).
𝐻 = −

𝑝 𝑝 log 𝑝

In this equation, index i refers to a child node or partition, and index j refers to a class.
Therefore the double summation sums over all classes at a partition, then over all
partitions. The term pi is the proportion of records placed in partition i, and p ij is the
16

(2)

proportion of class j records within partition i. If the proportion of classes are unchanged
after partitioning, then entropy is also unchanged. If each partition contains just a single
class, then entropy has been reduced to 0.
Similar to CART, C5.0 also relies on pruning to avoid overfitting. Both
algorithms initially create an oversized tree, then prunes subtrees to improve a given
metric. In the case of C5.0, it seeks to minimize predicted error rate, which is based on
confidence limits for a binomial distribution (Quinlan, 1993:37-41). Unlike CART, C5.0
does not explicitly take into account complexity (number of leaf nodes) during pruning,
therefore C5.0 decision trees can be expected to be somewhat larger. C5.0 decision trees
also have a wider shape due to multiple splits.
C5.0 is well suited for classification tasks and since it is still a fairly simple ML
algorithm, it is also a fast method. Because C5.0 produces a decision tree model, the
results are easy to interpret by a human.
Neural Network
Neural networks represent a type of ML algorithm that is quite different from
decision tree methods. Although there are many implementations of neural networks,
they are generally based on work published by B. D. Ripley (1996). The neural network
model typically consists of several interconnected layers, including an input layer, an
output layer, and one or more hidden layers (Figure 5). Each layer consists of one or
more nodes. Nodes in the input layer take on values of predictor variables, and nodes in
the output layer hold estimates for target variables. Nodes in hidden layers takes in the
sum of input values, then produces an output by means of an activation function. The
17

sigmoid activation function is commonly used, as it mimics nonlinear behavior of
biological neurons (Larose and Larose, 2015).

Figure 5. Neural network layout with one hidden layer
In a neural network, each node in a particular layer is connected to every node in
adjacent layers. Predictor variables enter the model at the input layer, which pass signals
to the hidden layers, then to the output layer where results are read. A weight is
associated with each connection, and the basic goal of this ML method is to find the
optimal weights, of which there can be many. The initial set of weights may be prespecified, or generated at random. Then the algorithm runs an optimization procedure to
minimize the error of model outputs; in other words, the weight values are adjusted to
best fit the known data. The process of adjusting weight values based output errors is
referred to as back-propagation. Various numerical optimization procedures can be
applied here, such as gradient descent, or Nelder-Mead optimization (downhill simplex),
which is the default in the R language.
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Neural networks are effective in modeling highly nonlinear behavior, and they
have been shown to be robust against noise or errors in training data (Michie et al.,
1994:3). However, since the weight vector grows rapidly with additional nodes, neural
network algorithms can be slow, so a prespecified number of iterations may be used as
the termination criterion. Compared to decision trees, neural network models tend to be
opaque to human interpretation, as individual weights do not have particular significance.
Since the output nodes hold continuous values, neural networks are suited for estimation
problems, but they can be adapted for classification as well.
Validation and Conclusion
ML methods learn from examples; that is, all ML methods require training data
where the target variable is known. ML models are built from the training data, and once
built, these models are capable of the desired task such as classification. In order to
validate model performance, it should also be tested on known data. This test data, also
referred to as holdout data, is distinct from the training data, but the target variable is
known and can be compared with model outputs.
Typically, a known dataset is randomly partitioned into two parts, one for training
and one for testing. However, model performance may vary depending on the split. To
account for this variation, the random partitioning may be repeated several times. Each
time the model is trained on a different set of data then tested on the remaining data. The
aggregate performance is then taken to represent the model performance. This approach
is referred to as k-fold validation, and it is used when evaluating ML classification
performance in the later sections.
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In this chapter, back background was provided for both ML and UAS. Current
literature on ML and aircraft maintenance was examined to substantiate subsequent
research. The three ML methods used for this research are CART, C5.0, and neural
network, as implemented using the R language. The next chapter discusses details of the
telemetry dataset and the assignment of phase of flight labels via a pre-classification
algorithm.
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III. Dataset Description and Phase Pre-Classification
This chapter describes the UAS telemetry dataset and the assignment of phases of
flight. A human designed pre-classification algorithm is used to label telemetry data with
suitable phases, and these are assumed to be true classifications suitable for training ML
models. A plan is then presented for the data mining effort.
Data Overview and Previous Database Work
UAS telemetry data used for this research was provided by the 432d Air
Expeditionary Wing at Creech AFB. Typical of raw data in the Air Force, the original
MQ-9 telemetry files were fragmented and difficult to use. Over the course of a single
mission, telemetry was split by multiple ground control stations, then further split into
single hour sections. Moreover, the data structure evolved over time with changes to
software versions, and there is little to no metadata to aid in variable identification. This
made post-mission analysis exceedingly tedious. To tackle the problem, UAS operators
sought help from researchers at the Air Force Institute of Technology, which led to the
creation of Reaper Analysis Toolkit. This is a set of Python algorithms that provides a
number of capabilities, the most significant of which is the automation of extract,
transform, and load operations of raw telemetry data into a MySQL relational database.
Within this database, telemetry is consolidated and well-organized, and various analysis
tasks can be easily accomplished using standard SQL queries.
This research takes advantage of previous efforts and leverages the accessibility
of the relational database to perform more extensive data analysis. The database schema
consists of 42 tables, including metadata tables such as "mission," "gcs," and "tail,"
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subsystem tables with telemetry collected at 1Hz, a high-rate data table "Adata" collected
at 20Hz, as well as time reference table "DMtime." (The 20Hz telemetry is outside the
scope of this research; only 1Hz telemetry is used for subsequent analysis.) Despite
having many tables, the database schema is not complex. All telemetry for a given
mission can be considered as a single large table: rows correspond to times of reading,
and columns correspond to flight parameters and sensor readings.
This research uses telemetry data from 30 complete missions associated with a
single air vehicle (A4033). These missions were flown from years 2010 to 2012, and
mission durations range from about 4.5 hours to 12 hours, with a mean of 6 hours and 36
minutes. This provides a total of 713,044 records (1Hz telemetry). 390 data variables
were gathered from 15 subsystem tables, as noted in Table 1. The "general performance"
Table 1. Subsystem tables used for data analysis
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table has the second highest count of variables and contains a number of key attributes,
including redundant measures of key flight parameters such as altitude and airspeed.
Taken together, the subsystem variables represent nearly all relevant measures captured
by the air vehicle.
Phase of Flight Pre-classification
The previously described dataset is assumed to be of very high quality, with few
errors and inconsistencies. While some variables contain null records, or are entirely
unpopulated, a majority has no missing entries. The dataset has no phase of flight labels,
as this state was unknown to the UAS itself. Since ML methods require examples, it is
necessary to assign phase labels to the dataset, in effect establishing "ground truth." In
principle, this would be accomplished by a domain expert, such as the UAS pilot;
however, this resource was not available, especially considering the tedious nature of
manual assignments. Instead, a pre-classification algorithm was employed as an efficient
surrogate for human judgment.
The pre-classification algorithm is a program written in the R language: it takes a
set of complete mission data as input and adds phase label to each record. In other words,
pre-classification creates a new variable with one of eight phase of flight labels. The eight
phases used in this research are based on those published by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO), but were adapted for to meet specific needs. Of the
thirteen phases given by ICAO, six are not applicable, which are: pushback/towing,
maneuvering (at low altitude), emergency descent, uncontrolled descent, and unknown.
The remaining seven are: standing, taxi, takeoff, initial climb, en-route, approach, and
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landing; these served as reference for pre-classification (CICTT, 2013). Definitions for
the eight pre-classification phases of flight are shown in Table 2. Using these definitions,
the pre-classification algorithm scans the time-series mission and divides telemetry data
into phase blocks, after which each record can be assigned the appropriate label.
Table 2. Phase of flight definitions
ID

Phase

Definition

ICAO Reference

1

Standing

On the ground, stationary, at
beginning and end of mission

Same as ICAO standing

2

Taxi

On the ground, moving, before
takeoff and landing

Same as ICAO taxi

3

Takeoff

Acceleration on ground until
reaching 1000 ft altitude

Combines ICAO takeoff and
initial climb

4

Landing

From 1000 ft until deceleration
complete on the ground

Combines ICAO approach and
landing

5

Climb

From takeoff to steady cruise
altitude

Based on ICAO en-route
subphase "climb to cruise"

6

Descent

From steady cruise altitude to
landing

Based on ICAO en-route
subphase "descent"

7

Cruise

Steady level flight at least 5
minutes

Based on ICAO en-route
subphase "cruise"

8

LevelChange

Climb or descent between
cruise levels

Based on ICAO en-route
subphase "change of cruise
level"

Researchers at Purdue University previously considered a similar problem, and
they created an automatic phase identification program designed for general aviation
aircraft (Goblet et al., 2015). That algorithm used four variables: ground speed, airspeed,
altitude, and engine RPM. Variants of the algorithm were tested with 16 flights of the
Cirrus SR20 aircraft, and achieved accuracy between 89% and 94% when compared to
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manual classifications. Unfortunately, this algorithm cannot be applied to the UAS
telemetry, as the engine RPM variable is not available, and airspeed measures follow a
different convention.
Whereas the Purdue researchers intended to build a widely applicable algorithm,
the pre-classification scheme for the current research is intended only to assign
reasonable phase labels to this specific dataset, and for the specific usage case of testing
ML methods. Only two variables were used for pre-classification: altitude above ground
level (AGL), and ground speed. Data is processed by individual missions and assumed to
be sequential and contiguous. The basic pre-classification procedure is shown in Figure 6.

1 – Forward Pass
1.1 Assign first data point as A
(mission start)
1.2 Starting at A and parsing
forward, check for ground speed >
0 over 10s, assign point B (taxi
start)
1.3 Check forward acceleration > 1
kt/s and ground speed ≥ 12 kt,
assign point C (takeoff start)
1.4 Check altitude ≥ 1000 ft over
10s, assign point D (climb start)
1.5 Check altitude change < 1 ft/s
and altitude stable over 5m, assign
point E (climb end)

2 – Backward Pass
2.1 Assign last data point as J
(mission end)
2.2 Starting at J and parsing
backward, check ground speed > 0
over 10s, assign point I (taxi end)
2.3 Check forward acceleration > 1
kt/s and ground speed ≥ 12 kt,
assign point H (landing end)
2.4 Check altitude ≥ 1000 ft over
10s, assign point G (descent end)
2.5 Check altitude change > -1 ft/s
and altitude stable over 5m, assign
point F (descent start)

3 – En-route Differentiation
3.1 Starting at E, check altitude
change ≥ 2 ft/s or ≤ -2 ft/s, then
check altitude increasing or
decreasing over 2m, assign K1
3.2 Check for altitude change <
2ft/s and > -2 ft/s, then check
altitude stable over 5m, assign K2
3.3 Continue parsing data for level
changes until reaching point F

Figure 6. Altitude illustration and basic steps of the pre-classification algorithm
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During the forward pass, the algorithm starts at the first data point and proceeds to
identify four key events during the early mission: begin taxi, begin takeoff, begin climb,
and end climb. During the backward pass, the algorithm works similarly but in reverse.
At this point, there is a large en-route block, which is then subdivided into alternating
cruise and level-change blocks, as need. Transitions into and out of cruise segments
proved somewhat challenging: the algorithm must identify clear changes in altitude but
avoid rapid transition between phases. To achieve this, a combination of techniques were
used, including local averaging and variance calculations. The full algorithm is given in
Appendix A.
Pre-classification Outcomes
Since the objective of the pre-classification algorithm is to produce results that
match human judgment, its performance can be checked by visualizing phases of flight
on altitude plots. When discrepancies were found, parameters within the algorithm were
adjusted to eliminate those discrepancies, then the plots are checked again. This iterative
process continued until results became satisfactory for all 30 missions in the dataset.
Figure 7 shows altitude over time for four missions, and each plot is colored by phases
assigned by the pre-classification algorithm. These plots demonstrate that preclassifications match human judgment. During mission 1, there was a single cruise
altitude, which is colored light blue. A few touch-and-go maneuvers were performed near
the end of flight, which were grouped with descent, and only the final segment was
colored purple for landing. During mission 5, there were four distinct cruise altitudes,
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Figure 7. Pre-classification outcomes on four select missions
which were correctly labeled. However, two additional holding altitudes of short duration
were labeled level-change, which is consistent with phase definitions. The situation was
even more complex for mission 7, which was a lengthier mission. During climb, the
aircraft held at about 14,000 ft, then continued climbing to about 20,000 ft. However, this
could have been alternatively labeled as a short cruise phase followed by level-change.
This represented an ambiguity that would require determination by a domain expert. In
this case, the pre-classification labels were accepted as correct. Since these areas of
ambiguity represent a small portion of total data, the final pre-classification results were
deemed sufficient to allow research to proceed into the next phase.
Shorter phases at the beginning and end of each mission were also appropriately
labeled. Figure 8 provides closer views of mission 8 start and end, with ground speed
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Figure 8. Detail views of pre-classifications on mission #8

Table 3. Frequency of pre-classification phase labels within dataset
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plotted in addition to altitude. Rapid acceleration was well captured within takeoff (dark
pink), and rapid deceleration was well captured within landing (purple). From the counts
of phase assignments in Table 3, it can be seen that takeoff and landing phases represent
very small proportions (.4% and .5% of total records), which can be challenging for ML.
Similar numbers of records were labeled as climb and descent, with somewhat more
labeled as level-change. Cruise at steady altitude is the largest phase by far, representing
67% of all records. These proportions are reasonable for UAS missions.
Data Mining Procedure
With the addition of pre-classifications phase labels, the dataset is now complete.
The two previously defined ML data mining tasks are implemented by means of the
following procedure:
1. Using telemetry from mission 1 only, apply descriptive statistics to dataset
variables to gain better understand these variables
2. Apply CART to the full dataset to produce a decision tree for phase classification,
then interpret decision tree splits for useful patterns
3. Based on previous outcomes, identify a subset of predictor variables for use in
subsequent models
4. Apply CART, C5.0, and neural network for phase classification. The dataset is
randomly split by mission with 25 missions assigned to the training set and 5
missions assigned to the test set.
5. Compare ML performance of the three methods via 10-fold validation.
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This research employs three ML methods by means of the R language packages "rpart,"
"C50," and "nnet." More specifically, the neural network model has the following
structure: an input layer with 14 nodes corresponding to select attributes, a single hidden
layer with 8 nodes with sigmoid activation function, and an output layer with 8 nodes
corresponding to the phases of flight. Complete connectivity of the neural network entails
192 weight values.
In this chapter, eight phases of flight were defined, and a pre-classification algorithm
was formulated as substitute for expert judgment. This algorithm produced phase labels
to complete the telemetry dataset, and this categorical variable serves as target variable
for ML methods. At this point the main data mining effort can begin.
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IV. Data Mining Using ML
This chapter covers the primary data mining effort. First, initial exploratory data
analysis (EDA) was performed on a subset of data to improve understanding of the data.
Then a CART model was constructed using the full dataset. By comparing EDA findings,
a reduced set of 14 variables was selected for ML classification. CART, C5.0, and neural
network models were then compared in terms of classification accuracy.
Initial Exploratory Data Analysis
Prior to applying ML methods, it is necessary to develop a better understanding of
the many variables in the dataset. To this end, basic descriptive statistics were used to
examine to data from a single mission (mission 1), on as many variables as feasible. Of
the 15 subsystem tables in the database, "general performance" is perhaps the most
important. Table 4 provides a list of all 57 variables in "general performance." Of these, 2
Table 4. List of variables in "general performance"
mission_id
row_num
Prop_P_Pi
Mag_Hdg_Cmd
Alt_MSL_Cmd
Norm_Accel
Compass_Hdg
VSI
AOA
Pri_AS
Alt_MSL
Roll_Rate
OAT
Ground_Spd
True_AS
Density_Alt

Tail_No
Stall_Spd
Wind_Dir
Wind_Spd
Lift_Coeff
Beta
Alt_MSL_2nd
Sec_AS
Sec_AOA
Course
Rel_Humidity

AP1_Roll
AP1_R_Rate
AP1_P_Rate
AP1_Y_Rate
AP2_Roll
AP2_R_Rate
AP2_P_Rate
AP2_Y_Rate
Flt_Dir_Gspd
Trim_X
Trim_Y
L_D
Alt_AGL
Hdg
Total_AV_Wt
Spec_Range
Spec_Endur
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Predator_Fuel_Tank_Select
Use_Secondary_Airspeed
Use_Secondary_Alpha
Use_Secondary_Altitude
Airspeed_To_Throttle_Mode
Presets_Are_Being_Sent_To_AV
Altitude_To_Elevator_Mode
Automatic_De_Ice_Mode_Select
Payload_Joystick_Trigger_Button
Reset_MTS_Ball
Emergency_Mission_NOT_Loaded
Stall_Protection_On_Off
Left_Side_Pitot_Heat_Status
Right_Side_Pitot_Heat_Status
Ice_Detected

serve as primary key, 40 are numerical variables, and 15 are Boolean variables. With
statistical software, it was quickly found that the variable "Prop_P_Pi" consist of entirely
null values, and the variable "Spec_Range" take only discrete values of 0 and 1. Further
EDA using other mission data would reveal that this variable takes integer values from 0
to 3, which may reflect a limitation in the UAS.
Six of the variables in "general performance" are closely associated with aircraft
altitude, these are: "Alt_AGL," "Alt_MSL," "Alt_MSL_2nd," "Alt_MSL_Cmd,"
"Density_Alt," and "OAT." It may be inferred that above-ground-level (AGL) and meansea-level (MSL) give redundant measures for this critical metric. As shown in Figure 9,
"Alt_AGL," "Alt_MSL," and "Alt_MSL_2nd" have perfect correlation, and outside air

Figure 9. Correlation matrix for the altitude variables
temperature (OAT) has near perfect negative correlation with the previous. However, the
variable "Alt_MSL_Cmd" shows weaker correlation with the rest. To better understand
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this variable, it was useful to examine the altitude trend over the course of mission 1, as
shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the "command" value matched actual MSL during
cruise, possibly serving as reference for the autopilot, and it may also provide guidance
during climb and descent.

Figure 10. MSL altitude compared to "Alt_MSL_Cmd" during mission 1
The previous discussion served to illustrate activities performed during initial
EDA, where the aim was to explore relationships among variables and improve
understanding of the dataset. With meticulous EDA, it is possible to uncover significant
patterns and insights from data; however, this may not represent a time-efficient approach
with complex datasets.
Decision Tree Creation
As previously described, the telemetry dataset used for analysis is fairly large,
consisting of 30 missions with 713,044 per-second records. There are also 390 predictor
variables, plus the phase of flight generated by the pre-classification algorithm, which is
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used as target variable. Given the number of variables, comprehensive EDA and
traditional statistics can be quite laborious. Typically as part of EDA, one would attempt
to reduce the number of dimensions through principal component analysis or factor
analysis, which guides subsequent model-building. Instead, for the current analysis, ML
will be applied directly to the full dataset.
The dataset is given to the CART algorithm with no additional processing, using
all 390 predictor variables plus phase of flight as target variable, which represents known
classifications. The resulting decision tree is shown in Figure 11. This decision tree is

Figure 11. CART decision tree produced from the full dataset
surprisingly small, with only nine terminal nodes. However, none of the terminal nodes
are classified as phase 3 takeoff or phase 4 landing, meaning that all such data would be
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misclassified under this model. Only six predictor variables were used in the decision
tree, and all others (384) were discarded. This is reasonable as there are significant
correlations among many of the variables. In a way, these six variables serves in lieu of
factors which would be produced by factor analysis. It is worth noting that altitude is
absent among the six variables, even though it was one of two variables used for preclassification (together with ground speed). However, MSL command is among the six
variables.
Closer examination of the decision tree in Figure 11. reveals several interesting
findings. Specifically, each of the six decision tree variables chosen by CART provides a
degree of useful insight.
1. Landing gear: this binary variable indicates whether landing gear is up or down.
The decision tree splits on landing gear at the root, which is intuitive for a human,
since the UAS must be in flight if landing gear is up. However, it demonstrates
CART is capable of capturing high-level information.
2. VSI (vertical speed indication): this numerical variable gives a reading in feet per
minute—positive for climb and negative for descent. The decision tree splits on
VSI twice, effectively bracketing a range for cruise, or steady-level flight. CART
indicates that VSI ranges from -590 to 438 during cruise, which is corroborated
by the distribution shown in Figure 12. However, it would be difficult for a
human to identify precise break points using the histogram.
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Figure 12. Comparison of vertical speed for cruise and level-change
3. Ku-band select: this binary variable indicates the Ku-band satellite link is active.
CART uses this variable to differentiate climb from level change. This captures
specific knowledge about UAS operation.
4. Ground speed: this numerical variable gives forward ground speed in knots, and it
is strictly positive. This variable was used for pre-classification and CART
recovers some domain knowledge within the pre-classification algorithm.
5. MSL command: this numerical variable is represents the pilot-specified altitude
level for use by auto-pilot. It typically takes on discrete levels within the dataset.
CART found that it is set lower during climb than it is during descent, which is
quite counterintuitive and captures a pattern in human pilot behavior.
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6. Sys current: this numerical variable indicates the total electrical current draw by
the UAS, in amps. CART found that higher current draw differentiates standing
and taxi while the UAS is on the ground. Although intuitive, this would not be
known a priori to a non-expert.
From the previous discussion, it is clear that the naïve application of CART to the full
dataset has generated insights related to phases of flight. Most of this information could
not have been revealed by principal component analysis or factor analysis.
Variable Selection
Although CART is fast and thus capable of working with all variables in the
dataset, a reduced dataset is preferred for other ML methods. Therefore, subsequent
analysis will use a reduced set of just 14 predictor variables. These consist of 6 used for
the CART decision tree and 8 others that show potential for differentiating phases of
flight. Summary statistics for all 14 variables are given in Table 5. Variables
"Landing_Gear_Up" and "Ku_RF_Mode" take binary values, while the rest are
numerical. Table 6 provides the mean of each variable by phase of flight. It can be seen
that each variable shows significant variation between phases, so each has predictive
value in differentiating the phases.
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Table 5. Summary statistics for selected variables

Table 6. Contrast between phases of flight for selected variables
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More detailed visualization can be shown via box plots, as shown in Figure 13.
For system current, there is a clear separation in values during standing and taxi, as
suggested by the CART decision tree. PPDM (power-pass distribution module) switch 2
represents a subset of electrical components, and this typically draws about 9A during
cruise and level change, but significantly less power during other phases.

Figure 13. Box plots by phase for system current and PPDM switch 2
Comparison of Decision Tree Models (CART and C5.0)
At this point, EDA has provided a good level of understanding of the dataset and
variables, therefore it is time to apply ML methods for phase classifications. The human
designed pre-classification algorithm has previously generated phase labels, which are
assumed to be the true values. The dataset is now split into a training set and a test set.
The training set, consisting of 25 randomly selected missions, retains the phase
information and is used to build classification models. The models are then applied to the
test set, which consists of the remaining 5 missions, and where the pre-classification
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labels are hidden. The models demonstrate their classification performance by generating
phase labels for the test set, and the results are compared to the true values.
As previously mentioned, this process is repeated several times with different
random splits, known as k-fold validation. However, it may be instructive to first
examine the outcome of one such trial. It should be noted that in each trial, the data is
randomly split by mission, but the same split is used for each ML method. For trial 1,
CART produced a decision tree very similar to the one shown in Figure 11, with identical
decision variables and leaf nodes. This model does not classify any records as takeoff or
landing (phases 3 and 4), meaning that all such records are misclassified. However, since
those phases account for a small portion of records, CART was able to deliver an overall
accuracy of 92.1% on the test set. The contingency matrix is shown in Table 7. This
shows standing and taxi (phases 1 and 2) classifications were more accurate compared to
Table 7. Contingency matrix for CART (trial 1)
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the in-flight phases (5-8). The single most frequent error was misclassification of levelchange (phase 8) as cruise (phase 7), accounting for 2682 errors.
C5.0 produced a very large decision tree in trial 1. This decision tree consists of
2339 leaf nodes, compared to the CART decision tree with 9 leaf nodes. The first three
levels of the C5.0 decision tree are shown in Figure 14. The decision tree continues

Figure 14. Top 3 levels of C5.0 decision tree (trial 1)
branching for several more levels, except the bottom branch which terminates at standing
(phase 1). Despite the differences, this top portion of the C5.0 model utilized five of the
six variables used by CART. In addition, C5.0 identified the VSI interval associated with
cruise: between -591 ft/min and 457 ft/min. These are similar to the values found with
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CART. For this trial, C5.0 resulted in an accuracy of 80.9%. Despite a much larger tree,
C5.0 had lower accuracy, indicating that the model overfit the data. The advantage
demonstrated by CART is likely due to minimal cost-complexity pruning, which seeks to
reduce tree size as well as the number of errors. This pruning method appears better
suited for the current classification task.
The C5.0 contingency matrix is given in Table 8. Unlike CART, C5.0 classified
all eight phases, including takeoff and landing (phases 3 and 4). In fact, 81% of these
Table 8. Contingency matrix for C5.0 (trial 1)

records were correctly classified. Unfortunately, a number of records from climb were
misclassified as takeoff, and records from descent misclassified as landing. The single
most significant type of error for C5.0 is misclassification of cruise (phase 7) as levelchange (phase 8), with 12,774 records incorrectly classified. Numerous records for levelchange were also misclassified as cruise. As cruise is by far the largest phase, this
accounts for overall poor performance from C5.0.
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Comparison of Decision Trees with Neural Network
When the neural network model is trained and tested using the trial 1 split, it
resulted in classification accuracy of 91.0%. This is higher than C5.0 and slightly below
CART. As shown by the contingency matrix (Table 9), neural network performance was
very similar to CART for the two largest phases, cruise and standing (phases 7 and 1).
Unlike CART, neural network classified many records as takeoff (phase 3) and a few as
landing (phase 4). Unfortunately, the majority of these were misclassified. In particular,
1638 records from climb (phase 5) were classified as takeoff (phase 3). This is greater
than the total number of records from climb and descent.
Table 9. Contingency matrix for neural network (trial 1)

Unlike decision trees, neural network models do not allow for convenient
interpretation. Individual weights associated with each network connection do not have
particular significance. However, by varying the value of each input variable while
holding others constant, one can rank variables by model sensitivity. In Table 10, this
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ranked list from neural network is compared to the decision variables from CART and the
ranked variable usage from C5.0. Three variables appear in the top six for all methods,
and these are: "Landing_Gear_Up," "VSI," and "Ku_RF_Mode." While landing gear
position and vertical speed are clearly relevant to phase of flight, the significance of Kuband satellite link is unexpected. For CART, this was used to differentiate climb from
level-change. One interpretation supported by data is that UAS pilots tend to switch from
line of sight control to satellite link upon reaching cruise altitude.
Table 10. Comparison of significant variables for each method
CART Decision
Variables

C5.0 Variable Usage

Neural Network
Variable Sensitivity

Landing_Gear_Up
VSI
Ground_Spd
Ku_RF_Mode
System_Amp
Alt_MSL_Cmd

Ground_Spd
VSI
Oil_Temp
Landing_Gear_Up
Ku_RF_Mode
Alt_AGL
Spec_Range
PPDM1_SW9_16Amp
Lift_Coeff
Alt_MSL_Cmd
PPDM1_SW6_Amp
Oil_Press
System_Amp
PPDM1_SW2_Amp

Landing_Gear_Up
Oil_Press
VSI
PPDM1_SW2_Amp
System_Amp
Ku_RF_Mode
PPDM1_SW9_16Amp
Alt_AGL
Spec_Range
Alt_MSL_Cmd
PPDM1_SW6_Amp
Ground_Spd
Lift_Coeff
Oil_Temp

Overall Classification Performance
For a more thorough comparison of classification performance, all three ML
methods underwent 10-fold validation. As was the case for trial 1, of 30 total missions,
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25 were selected at random as the training set, and the remaining 5 were used for the test
set. The random partitioning of data was conducted 10 times, and a set of 10 accuracy
measures were obtained during this process. In each trial, the same split was used for the
three ML methods: CART, C5.0, and neural network. The code used for ML modeling is
found in Appendix C.

Figure 15. 10-fold validation using three ML methods
ML classification results are shown in Figure 15 and summarized in Table 11.
Any algorithm should achieve a minimum of 67.0% accuracy, since this is the proportion
of records labeled cruise during pre-classification. All three ML methods met the
minimum threshold for all validation trials. CART achieved a mean classification
accuracy of 91.4%, compared to C5.0 at 78.5% and neural network at 93.1%. Applying t45

test for paired differences, there is strong evidence that CART outperforms C5.0 in this
task (p<.001). There is also evidence showing that neural network outperforms CART
(p=.032). It is worth noting that the best algorithm variant used by Goblet et al. (2015)
achieved an accuracy of 93.9%. Although these performance metrics are not directly
comparable, there is evidence to suggest that ML methods can achieve performance on
par with human-designed domain-specific algorithms, at least in the area of phase
classifications. The demonstrated level of accuracy also compares favorably with neural
network models in existing literature.
Table 11. Summary of ML classification accuracy

In this chapter, the previously outlined data mining plan was carried out.
Application of CART to the full dataset uncovered useful data patterns and also aided in
the selection of the most important variables. Among the three ML methods, neural
network outperformed others in phase classification, although C5.0 showed an advantage
in takeoff and landing phases.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter provides a summary of data mining results. The preceding
application of ML methods to UAS telemetry produced both specific insights and general
understanding of data analysis. Given an efficient classification method, phases of flight
can play an effective role in predictive maintenance.
Data Mining Outcomes
The application of ML methods in this research demonstrated that ML can be
effective for Air Force data analytics. For both previously defined data mining tasks,
success conditions were met. Data mining task one was the application of ML methods to
aid EDA. For this task, CART was directly applied to the full dataset, which represented
an expedient alternative to other dimension reduction techniques. The resultant decision
tree produced direct insights on the dataset, including typical range for VSI during cruise,
and identification of system current and Ku-band selection as useful variables in phase
classification. Data mining task two was the application of ML methods to classify phase
of flight. Three ML methods were applied to a reduced dataset with 14 predictor
variables, and each method constructed distinct classification models. Both CART and
neural network resulted in reasonable accuracy (91.4% average for CART, 93.1%
average for neural network) . C5.0 did not perform as well; however, it is potentially
useful in identifying the smaller phases of takeoff and landing. It may be possible to
combine CART and C5.0 in a hybrid method: one could run both algorithms, then use
C5.0 classifications for takeoff and landing, and CART classifications for all the
remaining records.
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Specific insights from this research may be of benefit for UAS operators. For
example, total current draw as well as distribution switch current draw can be used to
identify atypical operation, either by exceedances for a particular phase, or by unusual
usage patterns during the course of a mission. Additionally, the Ku-band satellite link is
typically activated upon reaching the first cruise altitude, even though it can be activated
earlier. This could be an unintended pattern of operation. More generally, a preclassification algorithm similar to what was used in this research can be a powerful
enhancement to post-mission analysis. Assuming an external program was used to build
these classifications, phase labels can be easily written back into the telemetry database
then accessed via SQL queries.
In terms of Air Force data analytics, this research has shown that CART is an
effective tool for both EDA and classification tasks. Neural network has been known to
work well for maintenance problems, and this method demonstrated an advantage for
phase classification as well. However, neural network models can take much longer to
train, as they require numerical optimization of potentially large numbers of weights. It
should be noted that data insights were gained by means of a set of known phase
classifications. For ML methods to be effective, some domain knowledge is required, and
further domain knowledge is needed to properly interpret models created by ML tools.
Moreover, ML tools only serve to extract patterns within the data, and these patterns can
also be found by traditional statistical techniques, given sufficient effort. Therefore ML
should never be applied indiscriminately, but rather reserved for cases where they can
provide a clear advantage.
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Usage Scenarios
The addition of phase labels to telemetry datasets allow for much higher fidelity
data analysis. Identifying exceedances in any critical system parameter would certainly
be desirable for UAS maintainers and operators. As an example, it can be useful to
examine in-flight fuel flow, which might be visualized using a scatterplot as shown in
Figure 16. As expected, there is a strong correlation between fuel usage and vertical
speed. With the data colored by phase of flight, it can be seen that the highest fuel use
occurred during climb, at about 450 lbs/hr. Fuel use during cruise is generally between
150 and 280 lbs/hr. However, there is a cluster of points classified as cruise with

Figure 16. Scatterplot of fuel flow and VSI for mission 5, colored by phase
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unusually high fuel flow (>400 lbs/hr). Further examination of flight data reveals that this
occurred immediately after transition from climb to cruise, therefore it is likely explained
by maneuvers at that time. Another slightly more sophisticated example is related to the
electrical system. It was previously noted that overall current draw differs depending on
phase of flight. Furthermore, electrical subsystems also exhibit distinct current ranges
depending on phases. Therefore, the phase-based electrical usage profile can be
compared with baseline to determine and isolate anomalous behavior.
Given a full mission dataset, a domain-specific software tool such as the preclassification algorithm can provide reliable phase labels. Although ML models are less
accurate, ML classifications may suffice in cases where only the instantaneous telemetry
is available. This could be during a mission, or when data has become fragmented.
Moreover, the CART algorithm can be used in a novel manner. With typical telemetry,
CART produces decision trees that are largely similar, thus significant changes may be
indicative of data anomalies.
Limitations and Future Work
Although this research used a substantial dataset, it is still quite small compared to
many modern datasets. More data with more aircraft no doubt holds potential for
additional insights. Furthermore, the dataset used here is static, whereas many Air Force
data analytics problems involve constantly changing data. In terms of ML, the number of
available methods is large and rapidly growing, and only three were applied to this
research. This provides opportunity for future work using the same data. For example,
Kohonen networks are widely employed for dimension reduction, and this method may
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produce constructed predictor variables that are more effective than the 14 basic variables
used here. Finally, this work can benefit from validation by UAS domain experts.
Beyond UAS maintenance, advanced data analytics is critical to the future success
of the Air Force, and speed is essential for data-driven decisions. Currently, many
barriers exist, including lack of access, lack of tools, and lack of knowledge. This
research project discovered several useful patterns exist in an Air Force dataset, which
had been inadequately utilized. Furthermore, it was shown that insights can be obtained
even with limited resources, both through basic statistics and by leveraging established
ML methods. It is hoped that this research and similar efforts can erode barriers and
encourage all Airmen to find the means to make data work for them.
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Appendix A. Pre-classification Algorithm (R code)
# labels phases on a single mission
# labels phases on a single mission
# takes AGL and groundSpeed, returns phaseLabels
# 1 = standing
# 2 = taxi
# 3 = takeoff
# 4 = landing
# 5 = climb
# 6 = descent
# 7 = cruise
# 8 = level-change
preclassification2 <- function(AGL, groundSpeed) {
lineMax = length(AGL)
diffAGL = c(diff(AGL), 0)
phaseMarkers = integer(10)
names(phaseMarkers) = c("start", "taxi_start", "takeoff_start",
"climb_1k",
"cruise_start", "cruise_end",
"descent_1k",
"landing_end", "taxi_end", "end")
##marker 1: start at 1
phaseMarkers["start"] = 1
##marker 2: taxi_start
for (i in 1:lineMax) {
if ((groundSpeed[i] > 0) &&
(groundSpeed[i+5] > 0) &&
(groundSpeed[i+10] > 0)) {
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["taxi_start"] = i
##marker 3: takeoff_start
for (j in i:lineMax) {
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if ((groundSpeed[j+10]-groundSpeed[j+5] >= 5) &&
(groundSpeed[j+5]-groundSpeed[j] >= 5)) {
if (groundSpeed[j+5] >= 12)
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["takeoff_start"] = j
##marker 4: climb_1k, reached 1k AGL
for (k in j:lineMax) {
if ((AGL[k] >= 1000) &&
(AGL[k+5] >= 1000) &&
(AGL[k+10] >= 1000)) {
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["climb_1k"] = k
##marker 5: cruise_start, reached cruise altitude
for (ii in k:lineMax) {
if (mean(diffAGL[(ii):(ii+10)]) < 1) {
# verify level flight over 5min
if (sd(AGL[(ii):(ii+300)]) < 30)
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["cruise_start"] = ii
# now we search in reverse starting from the end
##marker 10: start at the end
phaseMarkers["end"] = lineMax
##marker 9: taxi_end
for (i in lineMax:1) {
if ((groundSpeed[i] > 0) &&
(groundSpeed[i-5] > 0) &&
(groundSpeed[i-10] > 0)) {
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["taxi_end"] = i
##marker 8: landing_end
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for (j in i:1) {
if ((groundSpeed[j-10]-groundSpeed[j-5] >= 5) &&
(groundSpeed[j-5]-groundSpeed[j] >= 5)) {
if (groundSpeed[j-5] >= 12)
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["landing_end"] = j
##marker 7: descent_1k, reached 1k AGL
for (k in j:1) {
if ((AGL[k] >= 1000) &&
(AGL[k-5] >= 1000) &&
(AGL[k-10] >= 1000)) {
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["descent_1k"] = k
##marker 6: cruise_end, start final descent
for (ii in k:1) {
if (mean(diffAGL[(ii):(ii-10)]) > -1) {
# verify level flight over 5min
if (sd(AGL[(ii):(ii-300)]) < 20)
break
}
}
phaseMarkers["cruise_end"] = ii
##marker complete
# assign labels to all records
phaseLabels = integer(lineMax)
phaseLabels[1:(phaseMarkers["taxi_start"]-1)] = 1
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["taxi_start"]):
(phaseMarkers["takeoff_start"]-1)] = 2
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["takeoff_start"]):
(phaseMarkers["climb_1k"]-1)] = 3
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["climb_1k"]):
(phaseMarkers["cruise_start"]-1)] = 5
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["cruise_start"]):
(phaseMarkers["cruise_end"])] = 7
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["cruise_end"]+1):
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(phaseMarkers["descent_1k"])] = 6
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["descent_1k"]+1):
(phaseMarkers["landing_end"])] = 4
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["landing_end"]+1):
(phaseMarkers["taxi_end"])] = 2
phaseLabels[(phaseMarkers["taxi_end"]+1):
lineMax] = 1
# differentiate between cruise and level-change
cruiseFlag = 7
AGL60s = 125 #alt change cutoff value
for (jj in (phaseMarkers["cruise_start"]+60):
(phaseMarkers["cruise_end"]-60)) {
if (cruiseFlag == 7) {
# AGL trend up/down means level change
if (abs(mean(diffAGL[(jj):(jj+15)])) >= 2) {
if ((((AGL[jj+45]-AGL[jj+15]) >= .75*AGL60s) &&
((AGL[jj+120]-AGL[jj-30]) >= 2.5*AGL60s)) ||
(((AGL[jj+45]-AGL[jj+15]) <= -.75*AGL60s) &&
((AGL[jj+120]-AGL[jj-30]) <= -2.5*AGL60s)))
cruiseFlag = 8
}
}
else if (cruiseFlag == 8) {
# AGL constant means cruise
if (abs(mean(diffAGL[(jj):(jj+15)])) < 2) {
if (sd(AGL[(jj):(jj+300)]) < 35)
cruiseFlag = 7
}
}
phaseLabels[jj] = cruiseFlag
}
return(factor(phaseLabels))
}
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Appendix B. Import Data From MySQL (R code)
missionMax = 30
durations = integer(missionMax)
library(RMariaDB)
dbMQ <- dbConnect(RMariaDB::MariaDB(),
user='basicuser',
password='whatever',
dbname='mq',
host='localhost')
for (mm in 1:missionMax) {
missionSpec = paste0("=", mm)
query <- paste("SELECT * FROM GeneralPerformance",
"WHERE mission_id",
missionSpec)
rs = dbSendQuery(dbMQ, query)
gp = dbFetch(rs)
dbClearResult(rs)
query <- paste("SELECT * FROM Electrical",
"WHERE mission_id",
missionSpec)
rs = dbSendQuery(dbMQ, query)
ele = dbFetch(rs)
dbClearResult(rs)
query <- paste("SELECT Oil_Temp, Oil_Press",
"FROM EngineData",
"WHERE mission_id",
missionSpec)
rs = dbSendQuery(dbMQ, query)
eng = dbFetch(rs)
dbClearResult(rs)
query <- paste("SELECT Landing_Gear_Up FROM LandingGear",
"WHERE mission_id",
missionSpec)
rs = dbSendQuery(dbMQ, query)
ldg = dbFetch(rs)
dbClearResult(rs)
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query <- paste("SELECT Ku_RF_Mode FROM AircraftComm",
"WHERE mission_id",
missionSpec)
rs = dbSendQuery(dbMQ, query)
comm = dbFetch(rs)
dbClearResult(rs)
telemetry = cbind(gp[,c(40,14,8,5,21,43)],
ele[,c(3,55,59,62),],
eng, ldg, comm)
# create mission data frame
durations[mm] = dim(telemetry)[1]
phaseLabel <- preclassification2(telemetry$Alt_AGL,
telemetry$Ground_Spd)
dataCmd = paste0("mission", mm, "<-cbind(telemetry,phaseLabel)")
eval(str2lang(dataCmd))
}
# end data collection
dbDisconnect(dbMQ)
message("Total collected: ", sum(durations))
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Appendix C. Phase Classification Using ML (R code)
library(rpart, C50, nnet)
# generate random train/test splits by mission number
set.seed(7)
splitTable = integer()
for (ii in 1:10) {
randomDraw = order(runif(30))
splitTable = rbind(splitTable, randomDraw)
}
row.names(splitTable)=c("trial1","trial2","trial3","trial4",
"trial5","trial6","trial7","trial8",
"trial9","trial10")
trainSize = 25
testSize = 5
accuracyList = double()
accuracy <- function(x){sum(diag(x)/(sum(rowSums(x)))) * 100}
test.cl <- function(true, pred) {
true <- max.col(true)
cres <- max.col(pred)
table(true, cres)
}
# k-fold validation loop
for (kk in 1:10) {
# assemble train set
bindCmd = "trainset = rbind("
for (ii in 1:trainSize) {
bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, "mission", splitTable[kk,ii])
if (ii < trainSize) bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, ", ")
else bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, ")")
}
eval(str2lang(bindCmd))
# assemble test set
bindCmd = "testset = rbind("
for (jj in (31-testSize):30) {
bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, "mission", splitTable[kk,jj])
if (jj < 30) bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, ", ")
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else bindCmd = paste0(bindCmd, ")")
}
eval(str2lang(bindCmd))
# CART model
cartModel <- rpart(phaseLabel ~ .,
data=trainset, method="class")
prediction <- predict(cartModel, testset[,-15], type="class")
contingency <- table(testset[,15], prediction)
accuracyList[kk] = accuracy(contingency)
# C5.0 model
C50Model <- C5.0(phaseLabel ~ ., data=trainset)
prediction <- predict(C50Model, testset[,-15])
contingency <- table(testset[,15], prediction)
accuracyList[10+kk] = accuracy(contingency)
# neural net model
trainsize = dim(trainset)[1]
testsize = dim(testset)[1]
combinedd = rbind(trainset, testset)
scaledd <- scale(combinedd[,1:14])
phaseMatrix <- class.ind(combinedd$phaseLabel)
neuralModel <- nnet(scaledd[1:trainsize,],
phaseMatrix[1:trainsize,],
size=8, decay=.005, maxit=100,
Wts=refWeights)
prediction <- predict(neuralModel,
scaledd[(trainsize+1):(trainsize+testsize),])
myt = test.cl(phaseMatrix[(trainsize+1):(trainsize+testsize),],
prediction)
accuracyList[20+kk] = accuracy(myt[as.integer(colnames(myt)),])
# end validation trial
message("validation trial ", kk, " complete")
}
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Appendix D. Topic Paper Presented at CSCE 2021

Abstract—Machine learning techniques provide the means to
leverage large quantities of data to aid in operational decision
making and autonomy. The proposed research will apply machine
learning to unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) telemetry data, which
has been made available through a relational database but remains
underutilized. One or more prediction models will be created for
UAS phases of flight by means of algorithms such as decision trees
and neural networks, based on various system performance
parameters, and these models will then be validated to assess
machine learning performance.

intelligence technologies. Specifically, UAS would have to
become self-aware of its environment as well as internal states.
In other words, if the UAS is to take on the tasks of a human
operator, it must be able to synthesize high level state variables
using low level sensor data. One such high level state variable is
the phase of flight (e.g. taxi, take-off, climb), which is not
directly captured by UAS sensors yet is highly relevant to UAS
operation. Meaningful insights on phase of flight produced via
ML would demonstrate hidden value within the dataset.

Keywords—machine learning, artificial intelligence, autonomy,
unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), data analytics, data modeling.

1.

MOTIVATION

In today's Air Force, both hardware and informational systems
continuously generate huge quantities of data. Unfortunately,
most of this data is either discarded, ignored or, at best, only
marginally used. Recognizing this fact, the Air Force Chief Data
Officer offered a vision to make better use of data with the goal
of improving operational decision making [1]. Automated
machine learning represent one feasible path for reaching this
objective.
Machine learning (ML) methods and algorithms have been
successfully applied to a wide range of disciplines, including
cyber threat detection and COVID-19 diagnostics [2] [3]. Within
the domain of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), there has been
ongoing research focused on obstacle detection and collision
avoidance through machine learning [4]. The proposed research
would utilize an existing UAS dataset to answer two questions:
one, whether there is significant hidden value within the data;
and two, whether this hidden value can be efficiently extracted
via ML methods.
In addition to improving the use of data, these answers may
have significant implications for UAS autonomy. Numerous
UAS are currently in use by the Air Force, ranging from small
drones to multi-million-dollar weapons systems [5]. Although
the majority of existing UAS are either remote controlled or
semi-autonomous (human in the loop), future missions will
likely utilize greater levels of autonomy, as shown by a recent
Delphi study [6]. That study also indicated greater levels of
autonomy would rely on expanded exploitation of UASgenerated data through machine learning and artificial

2.

DATASET

This research utilizes real-world data collected by a
commercially produced, large-scale Air Force UAS. The UAS
captures vast amounts of flight telemetry, aircraft to ground
communication, and internal systems messaging from each
mission, which can last well over 24 hours. In its raw state the
data is not easily accessible, making real-time data analysis
impossible. However, previous work resulted in an indirect
mapping algorithm, which automated extract, transform, and
load (ETL) operations to a relational database [7]. The data is
now available in a relational database that supports fleet-wide
data views across multiple missions.
While the database represents a dramatic improvement in
usability compared to the unprocessed data format, much of the
data remain underutilized. The data for each mission spans the
course of many hours, both on the ground and in the air. In all
there are over 3000 variables, including location data, flight
characteristics, general performance as well as subsystem
parameters. Some variables have Boolean values (e.g. landing
gear up) while others are double precision (e.g. airspeed). All
variables are sampled once per second, with a subset sampled at
20 times per second.
This research will focus on the identification of UAS phase of
flight (or flight segment). Such identification is not available in
the existing data which is comprised of low level system
variables. Differentiation between various phases of flight has
immediate utility for UAS operators and maintainers, as this
allows them to analyze a range of data corresponding to a
particular operating environment. Specifically, unique indicators
associated with each phase of flight become apparent.
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reference variables. Instead, the ML models will be
constructed using general performance parameters and
subsystem performance parameters (to include electrical, engine,
fuel, servos, etc.). Performance of predictive models can be
measured and compared through classification accuracy on a test
dataset and by means of receiver operating characteristic curves.
Machine learning (i.e. using categorical and regression trees)
has been found to outperform traditional logistic regression,
especially when there are strong non-linearities and/or
discontinuities in the relevant variables [8]. However, traditional
statistical techniques may still offer useful insight on
relationships between variables. Applicable techniques would
include factor analysis on subsystem parameters, correlation
analysis, as well as multinomial logistic regression for phase
determination. Identification of previously unknown correlations
or interactions can supplement insights derived from ML
methods and may provide a specific benefit to UAS operators
and maintainers.
4.

ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

The available UAV data, accessible within a relational
database, provides a test case to examine hidden value within
existing data. Specifically, two methods for identifying phases
of flight can be compared: first through a decision tree based on
a priori knowledge and reference variables, second by means of
ML model using other system variables. Given the large number
of variables and additional derived variables, it is likely that the
ML model can achieve reasonable accuracy in predicting phases
of flight. If so, then phase of flight state information is
encapsulated twice within the dataset, which demonstrates
hidden value within underutilized data.
Additionally, if the ML model can reveal new and useful
relationships between system variables and phases of flight, then
ML is effective in extracting hidden value. An example of ML
application to data analytics would be the creation of an
improved decision tree that can resolve errors and ambiguities of
the basic model. An example of ML application to UAS
autonomy would be determining when to retract and extend the
landing gear in the absence of a human pilot.
5.
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phases. Neural network models demonstrated the best performance with over 90% accuracy in classifying of UAS
phases of flight. Categorical and Regression Trees (CART) also performed well, whereas C5.0 is less suited for this
task. In addition, several interesting patterns were uncovered within the dataset, which can aid UAS operators in
identifying mission anomalies and atypical system operation.
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